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N O B O DY D I E D AT S A N DY H O O K : I T WA S A F E M A D R I L L T O P R O M O T E G U N C O N T R O L

Friday, October 23, 2015

Now Available: NOBODY DIED AT SANDY HOOK

Proof that it was a drill right before our eyes:
* the portable sign, "Everyone must check in!"
* boxes of bottled water and pizza cartons
* Port-a-Potties already present from scratch
* Many wearing name tags on lanyards
* Parents bringing children to the scene

Proof it wasn't a school massacre was also there:
* no surge of EMTs in to the building
* no Med-Evac helicopter was called
* no string of ambulances to the school
* no evacuation of 469 other students
* no bodies placed on the triage tarps
Now we know more. We have 50 photos of the Lanza home being
furnished to serve as a prop. And we have 50 more of the school
being refurbished and set up for "going LIVE":

The windows of Classroom 10 are undamaged. The flag is at full staff. Wayne Carver, M.D. is behind the man
in the blue evidence suit. Nothing officially has happened yet, but the SWAT team is already on scene. Could
we have more conclusive proof this was a charade?

Among the best students and scholars of Sandy Hook have contributed:
* Vivian Lee, Ph.D. * Sterling Harwood, J.D., Ph.D. *
* Dr. Eowyn, Ph.D. * Nick Kollerstrom, Ph.D. *
* Dennis Cimino * James F. Tracy, Ph.D. * Allan
William Powell * Jim Fetzer, Ph.D. * Kelley Watt *

And featuring Sofia Smallstorm, Paul Preston and Wolfgang Halbig
The essays have been edited by Jim Fetzer, Ph.D., a former Marine Corps officer and Distinguished McKnight
Professor Emeritus at the University of Minnesota Duluth, and by Mike Palecek, who has committed his life to
the search for truth and justice. They prove beyond a reasonable doubt that Sandy Hook was an elaborate
hoax to promote the Obama/ Holder gun-control agenda. If you want to know what happened, who was
responsible and how it was done, you want to read this book.
"All political power comes from the barrel of a gun. The
communist party must command all the guns;
that way, no guns can ever be used to
command the party."--Mao Tse Tung
Nobody Died At Sandy Hook: to order, click here:

